Abstract. We survey the basic theory of the strengthened Cauchy-Buniakowskii-Schwarz inequality and its applications in multilevel methods for the solution of linear systems arising from nite element or nite di erence discretisation of elliptic partial di erential equations. Proofs are given both in a nite element context, and in purely algebraic form.
order have been proposed by Axelsson and Vassilevski 6, 5] , and used for nine-point stencils in Axelsson and Eijkhout 3] . These methods are based on a corollary to the strengthened C.B.S. inequality discussed in this paper.
We would like to mention an additional advantage of the algebraic multilevel theory, namely that the strengthened C.B.S. inequality is veri ed locally. In particular, no regularity assumptions on the di erential operator are made, as they are for the classical analysis of multigrid methods (cf. 15] ). An implication of this is that the resulting bounds of the relative condition numbers of the multilevel preconditioners with respect to the corresponding sti ness matrices are independent of possible jump discontinuities in the coe cients of the di erential operator if these occur across edges (or faces in 3D) of elements of the initial grid.
In the nite di erence context an extended C.B.S. inequality plays an important role in the derivation of the two-grid FAC-preconditioners and the two-grid preconditioners of Bramble, Ewing, Pasciak and Schatz 11] . See also Ewing, Lazarov and Vassilevski 14] and Ewing, Lazarov, Pasciak and Vassilevski 13] where even certain nonsymmetric problems have been handled.
Here we summarise the results about the role of the strengthened C.B.S. inequality in two-level and multilevel methods contained in the above mentioned papers, and we give purely algebraic proofs whenever possible. In section 2 we give the basic theorems needed for the analysis of two-level methods. Section 3 contains a purely algebraic treatment of the strengthened C.B.S. inequality. One justi cation for such a treatment is that multilevel methods can also be used for general linear systems with a symmetric positive de nite coe cient matrix. More important, however, is the fact that for a quantitative analysis of general multilevel nite element methods one needs to investigate the element matrices involved. Thus we pay particular attention to the strengthened C.B.S. inequality in the presence of semi-de nite matrices. The topic of section 4 is the derivation of global bounds for the quantity in the case of multilevel methods. In section 5 we brie y discuss the application of the strengthened C.B.S. inequality in multilevel methods, giving a proof of order 1 convergence of a simple two-level method, and indicating the extension to many levels.
2. Two basic theorems. In this section we prove the strengthened C.B.S. inequality, and the basic theorem for convergence of two-level methods. 3. Local estimates. The theorems in the previous section ensure the convergence of two-level methods using properties of the global matrix. In this section we will present tools for the computation of the quantity using only local analysis, i.e., by inspection of the element matrices. Bounds obtained for on the element matrices then carry over to the global matrix (see also the next section; this argument was employed for proving spectral equivalence in 2]).
One essential point that has to be taken into account when considering element matrices is the fact that, even if the global ( nite element) matrix is positive de nite, element matrices tend to be only semi-de nite. Thus we need a new proof for the existence of the in the strengthened C.B.S. inequality for the case of semi-de nite matrices. Also, we will give a necessary condition on the null-space N(M) of the matrix M for a < 1 to exist.
Theorem 3.1. Let M be a symmetric, positive semi-de nite matrix and let U and V be two disjoint subspaces of the space on which M operates such that V N(M): (6) Then there exists a 2 0; 1) satisfying (u t Mv) 2 2 u t Mu v t Mv 8 u2U;v2V :
Proof. A can be found from corollary 2.2, based on the subspace U and the subspace of V containing the vectors that are orthogonal to the null-space of M. However, this also satis es the de ning relation (7) that is, C t v = 0 and u = 0. Hence, N(M) is given by (9) .
>From this lemma we immediately nd that the su cient condition (6) for the existence of a 2 0; 1) is also necessary: As was indicated at the end of the previous section, where we presented a simple two-level method, we need the quantity to nd eigenvalue bounds for the preconditioning of the Schur-complement S = A?CB ?1 C t by the principal minor A of M. In some cases where the subspaces U and V do not satisfy condition (6), the next lemma shows that we can compare the Schur-complement S of the semi-de nite matrix M and the principal minor A of a matrix M obtained after a suitable transformation of M, provided M is such that a 2 0; 1) does exist. Such a situation arises for instance in multilevel methods for nite elements, when one transforms the standard nodal basis element sti ness matrix into the so-called two-level hierarchical basis element sti ness matrix, for which a 2 0; 1) exists. We assume that is a plane polygon. Let 1 be an initial triangulation of . We associate with 1 a discrete nite element space V 1 of piecewise polynomials on the triangles of 1 , which are continuous on and which vanish on ? D .
We generate a sequence of triangulations f k gk =1 that form successive re nements of 1 , and let V k be the corresponding nite element spaces of piecewise polynomials on the triangles of k , continuous on and vanishing on ? D . We also require that V k V k+1 ; k = 1; 2; : : :;`? 1: This is for instance the case when the degree of the piecewise polynomials is the same on each level.
In addition to the spaces V k we de ne the hierarchical spacesṼ k as follows. Let T is a nodal basis sti ness matrix it has the same nullspace.
We can now prove the uniform strengthened C.B.S. inequality. We will next prove that T can be estimated uniformly on T. Denote the element matrices corresponding to the Laplace operator byÂ T , with elementsÂ T;i;j and Schur complementsŜ T de ned analogous to (14) . The Schur complements S T andŜ T are related by In a nite element context such a partitioning arises if we have two nested grids (2h) (h) with corresponding nite element spaces V (2h) V (h) associated with the nodes of these grids. A two-level splitting of the nite element space is attained by letting the second block component of the coe cient vector correspond to functions from V (2h) , and the rst to functions from V (h) on nodes in (h) ? (2h) . In this case the theory from section 2 is directly applicable; if the matrix is simply the stifness matrix of V (h) on (h) , we need in addition lemma 3.6 to apply that theory.
We formulate a simple stationary iterative method for the above problem:
Theorem 5.1. The above iterative method takes a number of iterations that depends only on the value of , and not explicitly on the dimension of the matrix .
Proof. The iteration matrix I ? A ?1 S for the iterative process (2) has a spectral radius bounded by 2 .
This iterative method uses only a two-level splitting of the nite element space, thereby necessitating exact solution of systems with the nite element matrix A. We conclude this section by indicating how a multilevel solution method can be derived that does not su er from this disadvantage. The procedure presented here was developed in 6, 5] and used also in 3]; we refer to these papers for the details.
Consider then a multilevel splitting of the coe cient matrix where P is some polynomial satisfying P(0) = 1:
Note that solving a system with M (k) now involves solving at least one system with M (k?1) . Analysis of the condition number of M (k) ?1 A (k) now is based on a xed-point argument, using the polynomial and the value of obtained for the splitting.
In 6] it was proved that for polynomial degrees 2 such a method gives a condition number of order 1, independent of the number of levels. This even holds if B (k) is approximated, for instance by a diagonal matrix; see 5]. The application of this technique to certain nite di erence meshes was demonstrated in 3].
It is not hard to see that, if the splitting of the nite element space is induced by meshes of ever doubling meshwidth, one can allow polynomial degrees up to 3 for 2D, and up to 7 for 3D problems, while still obtaining a preconditioner for which the work per iteration is proportional to the number of unknowns. Thus, such multilevel preconditioners give methods of optimal order of computational labour.
